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Many people are leaving in these sacred days to go perform their Hajj. They are leaving behind                 
their families, homes, children and comfort for the sake of Allah SWT. When we worship Allah                
SWT, it isn’t because He needs it. Allah SWT is in no need of anything or anyone, unlike                  
humans who have so many needs.  
 
We worship Allah SWT because it is beneficial for us, because we need it to reform ourselves,                 
purify ourselves so that we are worthy of Paradise. Allah SWT made this clear for us by sending                  
us the pillars of Islam, the six pillars of faith and for us to seek excellence, Ihsan. He is a                    
Self-Sufficient Master. 
 
Hajj is obligatory on anyone who is physically, emotionally and financially able. And he who               
doesn’t go because he doesn’t believe, it doesn’t matter to Him, it easy for Him to replace us.                  
No harm can touch Him and nothing can benefit Him. We should always be aware of Allah                 
SWT, Who He is. Knowing Allah SWT, forming an attachment to Him is enriching for us. 
 
If we are unable to go for Hajj, then we focus on other good deeds in these precious ten days by                     
doing as much good as we can for His Sake. 
 
We should never think bad about Allah SWT, He is the Most Worthy of being thought highly of.                  
Those people who argue as well, they think that they are better than truth when we should focus                  
to always keep the truth high up through our actions, and speech. They seek acceptance and                
praise from people. Hajj is a journey about keeping only the truth of Allah SWT on top of                  
everything else, to forget everything else. 
 
We should always think good of every situation, even when it looks bad because Allah SWT is                 
the best and He wants to give us the best. The impact of soo ad-dhan (thinking negative of Allah                   
SWT) is that  

- A person could fall into shirk and this is unforgivable. 
- A person could earn Allah’s Wrath, His Curse so controlling your thoughts is so              

important. 
- A person ends up developing bad manners, behavior and character, 
- A person who thinks bad, his deeds and actions will become bad as well. 

 
Your deeds are dependant on your thoughts about of Lord, and the people. This is forbidden for                 
us, it is haraam. If someone does haraam or bad things in public, because he is already                 
exposing himself and his sins, then you think bad of him - this is the only kind that is allowed. 



Soo Ad Dhan can be overcome by: 
- Seeking refuge with Allah SWT and trying to stop your thinking. 
- Studying the Names of Allah SWT because it helps you to know Him. 
- Thinking bad about yourself and your thoughts. 
- Hold yourself accountable and keep doing istaghfar. 

 
Allah SWT will give the believers and those who try and strive, success. Despite trying, if you                 
see problems, try and think positive that Allah SWT will reward you and do His Best for you. In                   
ayah 16, Allah SWT tells us that He has sent clear signs for us to continue on our journey. He                    
would never leave us unguided. He has given us the manual, the Quran, for our journey. Even                 
for a person who does not read the Quran, He has give us many other signs if we look for them                     
- the sun, the moon, the stars - everything of creation. 
 
Despite all this, not everybody will be guided. For example at a good school, where they have a                  
good curriculum, teachers and access to educational tools, there will still be some people who               
will not do well. Whoever makes an effort, will find success.  
 
People will be in different groups on the day of judgement, based on faith: 

- Those who believe (Muminoon) 
- Those who are guided (Jews) who didn’t accept Nabi SAW 
- Worshippers of the planets, stars etc. 
- The Nasaraa, Christians, those who believed in Isa AS and then started to worship him               

and did not believe in accept Nabi SAW 
- The fire worshippers who believe there are two gods, one of darkness and one of light 
- Those who commit shirk and associate partners with Allah SWT 

 
And only Allah SWT will judge between these groups. We should not make any judgements, or                
divisions on our part. Only Allah SWT can see the heart, and their levels of faith. If you want to                    
judge, then judge yourself and your deeds. Allah SWT is always watching and witnessing              
whereas half the time we don’t even know what’s going on. Don’t think bad of anyone and leave                  
the judging to Allah SWT. 
 
In ayah 18, Allah SWT is talking about the unseen. We are supposed to surrender completely to                 
Allah SWT. When Allah SWT tells us to believe in the unseen, we believe in it with our heart                   
because Allah SWT tells us to and we believe it as if we can see it with our eyes.  
 
Allah SWT asking us that if angels, the most pure of the creation, prostrate to Allah SWT, then                  
why aren’t we submitting when we get rewarded for it and the angels only do it for the honor of                    
being able to do so. The sun, the moon, the stars and the mountains even, they all prostrate to                   
Allah SWT - the sun before the rises and Allah SWT permits it to rise. And even a lot of people                     
as well. But the truth is that there are many more people who do not, because they think it is                    
humiliating but humiliation lies only in the hands of Allah SWT.Hajj is a journey that requires us                 



to have complete submission as well. Our life there revolves around Him and His Commands to                
us. 
 
Knowing where you go if you don’t submit to Allah SWT is an important reminder to stay                 
focused on the end goal. Like for examples, there are ads that show the harmful effects of                 
smoking or drugs etc. An idea like that makes it stick in your mind and makes it easier to not                    
stray off your path. 
 
There are two groups - believer, those who submit and disbeliever, those who do not submit.                
The believers say they are right because they have proof and the disbelievers say the same, but                 
they don’t have strong and clear evidence. Hellfire and Paradise were created before man was,               
and this is the justice of Allah SWT.  
 
Those who disbelievers, and he doesn’t differentiate between the kinds, then they have clothes              
made from fire. And this is not unfair, Allah SWT gave them so many chances and gave them so                   
much evidence so really they did this to themselves. The people of the hellfire are in huge                 
numbers as well. When they are taken to Hellfire, they will be greeted with boiling hot water                 
poured on their heads and it will melt their skin off as well their insides. Allah SWT is Most                   
Merciful but again this is what they deserve. And their punishment will never end, eternal for                
less than a 100 years of disobedience. Hence we should take this seriously, like the ants and                 
the bees. 
 
Nabi SAW said that a person of hellfire will be asked to give his whole life to save himself from                    
this fire as a ransom and he replied that he would. And Allah SWT will say to him, that all Allah                     
SWT wanted was for him to worship Him and which would have been better for him anyway but                  
he didn’t.  
 
The caretakers of Allah SWT’s Commands will only be angels who follow Allah’s Commands              
without any second thoughts or doubts. They are not created capable of this anyway. The               
angels of Hellfire are more severe and harsh than the angels of Paradise. The inhabitants of the                 
hellfire want to try and leave, but when they try, then they will be pulled back inside. 
 
There are many things that protect us from the fire - all good deeds, your salah, your fasting,                  
and even your good speech, little things are all protection from the Hellfire. There’s a hadith that                 
if a person prays 4 rakahs before and after dhuhr, then Hellfire is forbidden for him. 
 
In the next ayah, Allah SWT talks about the Paradise and this is usually the pattern in the Quran                   
because if you’re saved from the Hellfire then Paradise is your destination. That’s why when a                
good person is in the grave, he is shown a glimpse of hellfire and then closed and told that he is                     
saved from this. For a disbeliever, the opposite happens, he is shown a glimpse of Paradise -                 
the eternal abode he missed.  
 



Allah SWT will enter the good into Paradise by His Mercy, not because of our deeds. Our deeds                  
are our currency in Jannah, to decide our level within. We are not worthy, not deserving of                 
Jannah, it is just Allah’s Mercy and Favour that we will get in, subhanAllah. And Allah SWT                 
appreciates every little good deed you do. And then Paradise is described, in such a calming                
and beautiful manner of beautiful scenery and flowing rivers! The gardens of Paradise will              
require no care and will be of beauty we cannot even begin to imagine, The trees in Paradise                  
will be those of dhikr! So everytime we do dhikr we are preparing our place in Paradise! The                  
houses will be made of gold and silver - it will be a place of such immense beauty and comfort                    
and luxury. 
 
Talk of Paradise is so soothing that it makes you forget everything unpleasant, like the               
discussions of hellfire even just from the last ayah. Everything will be so perfect in paradise,                
speech and feelings, adornments and outfits and our eternal lives. And Allah SWT wants this for                
us, for us to admit so He can give us Paradise.  
 
When we go visit a palace or an important place, then we need to prepare for it. Learn how to                    
dress, the etiquettes and so on. For Jannah, as well, this applies. We have to work hard so that                   
we can be people of paradise, with beautiful manners and deeds/actions. Allah SWT will then               
guide us to the path of the praiseworthy and if we walk on this path, then we will be                   
praiseworthy ourselves. 
 
 


